what is WRONG with EVERYONE! this is literally a decolonization struggle before our eyes. like all of those places we learn about and have historicized and sympathize with now - algeria, south africa, haiti, more.

To those who are now calling for peace, we ask: where were you during the Great March of Return in 2018, when Palestinians in gaza peacefully protested and were shot dead by the hundreds? where were you when Israeli indiscriminately bombed Palestinian civilians in gaza in 2003, 2012, 2014, 2021, and 2022? Where were you this year, when israel killed over 220 Palestinians over the past nine months alone? Where were you as settlers kicked people out of their homes, arbitrarily imprisoned children without trial, and brutally oppressed an entire population?

You are not asking for peace. You are asking for quiet submission to systemic violence.

Najma Sharif @overdramaticque

where is the news coverage that israel is planning to starve/thirst/bomb to death the entire gaza strip (2 million ppl, half children) in retaliation for a revolutionary breakthrough trying to reclaim lands and relieve apartheid? people don't have food water electricity or ESCAPE right now! they are TRAPPED and have been for DECADES.

narratives of anti-semitism in this conflict are literally a western scheme (that has been adopted and indoctrinated widely) to confuse the public and divide us along religious/ethnic lines and to legitimize the actual american/british/french/etc imperial goals of creating israel to deport and removing Jewish people from europe/the us after WWII and to establish power in the middle east.
as a daughter of a post colonial people who had to fight for their land, sometimes, violence is the only answer.

Black in the Empire
@blackintheempir

When Native Americans fought back they were called savages, when slaves revolted they weren’t even considered to be human, when the South Africans fought for their Freedom they considered them to be criminals, and when the Palestinians fight apartheid they’re called terrorists.

in our same lifetime, we’re going to see how this will be rebranded once Palestine is freed.
the innocent festival goers line does nothing for me because if the Cahuilla took over coachella and took their land back it would be very hard for me to gaf about the concertgoers
When Palestine is free all the liberals will swear they supported its liberation the same way those who called Mandela a terrorist now feign disgust at apartheid South Africa.

there's a certain country that had him on their terrorist list until 2008, that continues to quote and valorise him. here is something else your patron saint of peace said.
When Palestine is free all the liberals will swear they supported its liberation the same way those who called Mandela a terrorist now feign disgust at apartheid South Africa.
I would like us to all reflect on how much power the Jewish population has over the media. It’s genuinely terrifying. The conflict aside, I have learned so much about power, coercion and influence.
I proudly accept the label of terrorist, as I’ve been called in the last few days, for supporting the rights of an ethnically cleansed, occupied, brutalized and subjugated indigenous people. “Terrorists” like Mandela & Palestinians are my favorites.

To provide context — Nelson Mandela was on the US Terror Watchlist until 2008 for opposing Apartheid in South Africa.
israel out here killing palestinian children everyday, american zionists are stealing ancestral homes, israelis constantly celebrating and crowing for the "death of all arabs and muslims" and y'all wanna say it's antisemitic to be against that
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